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Abstract: In this review, we describe recent developments in func-
tional metamaterials based on coupled resonators. We first consider
coupled resonator metamaterials that mimic electromagnetically in-
duced transparency (EIT). We present a circuit model for EIT-like
metamaterials and introduce a new coupled resonator in which the
coupling is provided by a field gradient so that the group velocity can
be varied by varying the incident angle. We then describe the principles
for enhancing second harmonic generation (SHG) in nonlinear resonant
metamaterials. Optical and microwave experiments of SHG in singly
resonant metamaterials are presented. A method for further enhancing
SHG using a doubly resonant metamaterial is also described.
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1 Introduction

Interest continues to grow in controlling electromagnetic wave propagation by
using periodically or randomly arranged artificial structures made of metals,
dielectrics, or other materials. When the dimensions of the constituent struc-
tures and the separation between neighboring structures are much smaller
than the wavelength of electromagnetic waves, an ensemble of the structures
behaves as a continuous medium for the electromagnetic waves. Such an
artificial continuous medium is called a metamaterial.

The use of metallic structures as artificial media has been studied at fre-
quencies below microwave frequencies since the late 1940s [1]. Initially, only
control of the permittivity was investigated and not control of the perme-
ability. However, Pendry et al. proposed methods for fabricating artificial
magnetic media (i.e., magnetic metamaterials) in 1999 [2]. The constituent
of the magnetic metamaterial is known as a split-ring resonator (SRR) and is
constructed from nonmagnetic conductors. It behaves as an artificial resonant
atom that has a magnetic response. Not only can the relative permeability
be changed from unity, but it can also be negative as a result of the reso-
nance. The relative permeabilities of naturally occurring media are almost
unity in high frequency regions such as microwave, terahertz, and optical re-
gions. However, this limitation on the relative permeability can be removed
by using the magnetic metamaterial.

With the development of the resonant metamaterial, extraordinary me-
dia that do not occur in nature, such as media with a negative refractive
indices [3], can be obtained. Concurrently, the theory of optics has been
advancing rapidly. As a result, subwavelength imaging [4, 5], transformation
optics [6], wave propagation in epsilon-near-zero materials [7], and Brewster’s
no-reflection effect for chiral media [8, 9] have been proposed and some of
them have been experimentally verified.

While the constitutive parameters (e.g., permittivity and permeability)
for a monochromatic wave can be controlled by using metamaterials with
a unit cell consisting of a single resonant element, other characteristics can
also be controlled by using metamaterials composed of coupled resonators. In
this paper, we describe group velocity control and efficient second harmonic
generation (SHG) in coupled-resonator-based metamaterials. The first part
of the paper considers metamaterials that mimic electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) [10, 11, 12]. After describing EIT and its electrical cir-
cuit model, which consists of a coupled resonant circuit, we present a few
EIT-like metamaterials. The second part of the paper deals with SHG in
resonant metamaterials with nonlinear elements. We first describe a method
for enhancing nonlinearity of nonlinear elements in resonant metamaterials
and then present an SHG experiment in a singly resonant metamaterial. Fi-
nally, we present a method for further enhancing SHG in a doubly resonant
metamaterial that consists of coupled resonant structures.
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2 EIT-like metamaterials

The phenomenon of EIT has attracted considerable attention in recent years
as a means for controlling the group velocity of electromagnetic waves [10,
11, 12]. It is a quantum interference phenomenon that occurs in Λ-type
three-state atoms that interact with two electromagnetic waves: a probe
wave, which is tuned to the transition between the ground state and the
common excited state of the atom, and a coupling wave, which is tuned
to the transition between another lower state and the excited state. The
atoms absorb the probe wave in the absence of the coupling wave, but this
absorption is suppressed in a narrow frequency range when the coupling wave
is present. The Kramers-Kronig relations [13] can be used to show that a
steep dispersion can be generated for the probe wave in this frequency range.
This steep dispersion reduces the group velocity of the probe wave because
the group velocity is given by vg = dω/dk = c0/[n+ω(dn/dω)], where ω is the
angular frequency, k is the wavenumber, c0 is the speed of light in vacuum,
and n(ω) is the refractive index. In fact, a group velocity of 17 m/s ∼ 10−7c0

has been observed using atomic transitions [11]. In addition, the bandwidth
of the transmission window, or the steepness of the dispersion, depends on
the Rabi frequency of the coupling wave, and thus the group velocity can be
controlled by varying the intensity of the coupling wave.

Since rather complex experimental setups are required to achieve EIT,
several studies have sought to mimic the effect in classical systems, especially
in metamaterials [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. To understand
the theory of EIT-like metamaterials, it is useful to briefly review a classical
model for EIT. Figure 1 (a) shows an electrical circuit model of EIT [26].
The circuit consists of two inductor-capacitor-resistor resonant circuits, one
of which has a low Q value and the other has a high Q value (i.e., R1 � R2).
These resonant circuits are coupled via a mutual inductance M . The charge

Fig. 1. (a) Electrical circuit model of EIT. (b) Frequency
dependence of the complex amplitude q̃1 of the
charge stored in capacitor C1 for the cases when
the mutual inductance M is zero (left panel),
small (center panel), and large (right panel).c© IEICE 2012
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q1 stored in the capacitor in the low-Q circuit is written as

q1 = − V

2L1

ω2 + iγ2ω − ω2
2

(ω2 + iγ1 − ω2
1)(ω2 + iγ2ω − ω2

2) − K2ω4
e−iωt + c.c., (1)

where ωi = 1/
√

LiCi, γi = Ri/Li (i = 1, 2), K = M/
√

L1L2, and c.c. in-
dicates the complex conjugate of the preceding term. Figure 1 (b) shows
the complex amplitude of q1 as a function of frequency. A simple resonant
characteristic is observed for M = 0, whereas a dip appears in the reso-
nant spectrum for M �= 0. The bandwidth of the dip becomes wider as M

increases. This behavior is similar to that of the electric susceptibility for
EIT. Due to destructive interference between the current in the low-Q cir-
cuit induced by the voltage source and that induced by the high-Q circuit,
the current in the low-Q circuit may vanish. Therefore, if a unit cell of a
metamaterial consists of a low-Q and a high-Q resonator coupled with each
other and an incident electromagnetic wave can directly interact only with
the low-Q resonator, the metamaterial behaves as an EIT-like medium.

The EIT-like metamaterial developed for the first time is an array of
asymmetrically split rings (see Fig. 2 (a) [14]). An experiment was performed
in the microwave region. The rings were fabricated on a printed circuit board.
There are two kinds of resonant modes in the asymmetrically split rings. The
current flows in the two parts of the ring are parallel for one mode (low-Q

Fig. 2. (a) Unit structure of an asymmetrically split ring.
(b) Transmission spectrum of the metamaterial:
solid line—experiment, filled circles—theory, open
circles—theory for reference structure with sym-
metrically split rings. The inset shows the cur-
rent flow at the transmission peak frequency. (c)
Dependence of the transmission spectrum on the
asymmetry parameter γ. Geometries of rings with
γ = 0.06 and 0.33 are also shown. Adapted from
Ref. [14].
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mode) and antiparallel for the other mode (high-Q mode). The former mode
can be excited by a horizontally polarized electric field. Although the lat-
ter mode is inaccessible in symmetrically split rings, the coupling between
these two modes is induced due to symmetry breaking in the shape of the
rings and the latter mode can be excited through the coupling in asym-
metrically split rings. The response of the asymmetrically split ring to the
horizontally polarized wave is similar to the classical model of EIT shown in
Fig. 1 (a); thus, an array of asymmetrically split rings behaves as an EIT-
like medium. Figure 2 (b) shows transmission spectra of metamaterials that
consist of asymmetrically split rings and symmetrically split rings. An ab-
sorption line is observed for the symmetrically split rings, whereas a sharp
EIT-like transmission peak appears near 6 GHz in the absorption line for the
asymmetrically split rings. Figure 2 (c) shows the dependence of the trans-
mission spectrum on the asymmetry parameter γ. A larger γ implies that the
structure is more asymmetric; i.e., that there is stronger coupling between
the two modes. As γ increases, the transmission bandwidth increases, while
the transmission peak frequency decreases.

A metamaterial that mimics EIT has also been proposed [15] and real-
ized [20] in the optical region. This EIT-like optical metamaterial is shown
in Fig. 3 (a). It was fabricated by using nanofabrication stacking techniques.
The unit cell of the optical metamaterial is composed of two functional lay-
ers: a gold bar stacked above two symmetric gold bars. The top gold bar (in
red) serves as an electric dipole oscillator (low-Q resonator) and the bottom
gold bar pair (in green) serves as an electric quadrupole oscillator (high-
Q resonator). A y-polarized incident electric field can directly excite only

Fig. 3. (a) Unit structure of an optical EIT-like meta-
material. (b) Transmission (green) and reflection
(red) spectra of the metamaterial for three differ-
ent lateral shifts s. Adapted from Ref. [20].
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the electric dipole oscillator; the coupling between these two oscillators is
induced when a structural asymmetry is introduced. The asymmetry is con-
trolled by varying the lateral displacement s of the top bar with respect to
the symmetry axis of the bottom bars. Figure 3 (b) shows transmission and
reflection spectra of the metamaterial. An EIT-like transmission window is
observed in the absorption spectrum for s �= 0. With increasing s, the trans-
mission bandwidth increases and the transmission peak frequency remains
unchanged.

In order to vary the transmission bandwidth, or the group velocity at
the transparency frequency, in the above-mentioned metamaterials, the ge-
ometrical parameters of the metamaterials need to be altered. Thus, it is
not practical to variably control the group velocity in these metamaterials.
To overcome this problem, the metamaterial shown in Fig. 4 (a) was pro-
posed [22, 25]. This metamaterial has two resonant modes: an electric dipole
resonance (its current flow is represented by the solid arrows) and a mag-
netic quadrupole-like resonance (represented by the dashed arrows). The
latter mode has a higher Q-value than the former mode. An x-polarized in-
cident electric field can interact only with the electric dipole oscillator. The

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of metamaterial with field-gradient-
induced transparency. (b) Transmission spectra
for various incident angles θ. The vertical dashed
lines serve as guides to the eye for comparing the
transmission peak frequencies for different θ. (c)
Transmittance and group delay as a function of θ.
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coupling between these two resonant modes is induced when the incident
electromagnetic field has a field gradient in the y direction. While structural
asymmetry induces the coupling between the low-Q and high-Q modes in
the above-mentioned EIT-like metamaterials, asymmetry of the electromag-
netic field induces the coupling in this metamaterial. Since the transparency
phenomenon is induced by the field gradient, the EIT-like phenomenon is re-
ferred to as field-gradient-induced transparency. To achieve variable control
of the group velocity in this metamaterial, the coupling strength between the
two resonant modes needs to be controlled. The coupling strength depends
on the gradient of the x component of the incident electric field in the y

direction. Thus, the group velocity can be varied by changing the incident
angle of the plane wave.

Figure 4 (b) shows transmission spectra of the metamaterial obtained
at five different incident angles. Only a broad absorption line is observed
for normal incidence, whereas three EIT-like narrow transmission windows
appear at about 4.2, 6.79, and 9.52 GHz in the absorption line for oblique
incidence. The transmission peak at 6.79 GHz corresponds to the magnetic
quadrupole-like resonance. Its peak frequency varies little as the incident
angle is changed; therefore, the transmission window at 6.79 GHz is suitable
for controlling the group velocity. Figure 4 (c) shows the transmittance and
group delay of the metamaterial for a microwave pulse with a carrier fre-
quency of 6.79 GHz. The delay of the pulse center was regarded as being the
group delay in this experiment. With increasing the incident angle, the trans-
mittance increases monotonically, while the group delay initially increases,
reaches a maximum at about 30◦, and then decreases. This observation is
consistent with the characteristics of EIT. The group delay is tunable in the
range 0.50 to 1.85 ns, which corresponds to a group index from 188 to 694.
In addition, the transmitted pulse does not exhibit any significant distortion
(see Ref. [25]).

3 Nonlinear metamaterials for SHG

Metamaterials have been employed to control linear dispersion of media. An
EIT-like metamaterial is a typical example of a highly dispersive media. It
is also possible to realize nonlinear media by introducing nonlinear elements
into constituents of metamaterials. Pendry et al. [2] theoretically predicted
that high nonlinearities could be realized in resonant metamaterials such as
SRRs by placing nonlinear elements at locations where electric (or magnetic)
field is concentrated due to the resonance effect. Nonlinear metamaterials
have been applied to applications such as property-tunable metamaterials [27,
28, 29], frequency mixing [30], imaging beyond the diffraction limit [31],
and bistable media [28, 32, 33]. In this section, we review some papers
on SHG in nonlinear metamaterials with a single resonant structures in a
unit cell [27, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. We also describe more efficient methods for
generating second harmonic (SH) waves by introducing a coupled-resonator-
based metamaterial, which simultaneously resonates at the fundamental and
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SH frequencies [39, 40].

3.1 SHG in singly resonant metamaterials
Enhancement of SHG in a nonlinear metamaterial was first demonstrated in
the optical region [34]. Figure 5 (a) shows structures of SRRs and transmis-
sion spectra for normally incident waves with different polarizations. The
transmission spectrum for horizontally polarized waves (upper curve) shows
a resonant dip at a wavelength of 1.5 μm. The resonant mode is formed by
circulating current along the SRR and the current generates strong magnetic
fields perpendicular to the SRR. In the presence of oscillating magnetic fields
B (and oscillating electric fields E), electrons moving at a velocity of v are
driven by the Lorentz force F = q(E + v × B). The latter (magnetic) term
in F , which is usually negligibly small, plays an important role in generating
SH waves in strong magnetic fields. Electrons moving in the direction of E

are subjected to the Lorentz force and oscillate at a frequency of 2ω in the
direction of E ×B. For free propagating waves, SH oscillations occur in the
longitudinal direction and thus cannot radiate SH waves in the forward direc-
tion. On the other hand, in the presence of the SRRs, SH oscillations occur
in the transverse direction (i.e., vertical direction in Fig. 5 (a)) due to the
strong magnetic fields induced by the resonant currents in the SRRs. Con-
sequently, substantial SH waves are generated in the forward direction. For
vertically polarized incident waves, only 1.3% of the SH signal with respect
to that for horizontally polarized waves was observed due to the absence of
the resonant magnetic field.

In the microwave region, varactor (variable capacitance) diodes are often
used as nonlinear elements. Unlike normal capacitors, the capacitance C(q)
of the varactor diodes depends on the stored charge q. The diode voltage
can be represented as vC = q/C(q) � q/C + αq2, where the second term
contributes to SHG. If varactor diodes are introduced into resonant meta-
materials at locations where electric fields are concentrated, efficient SHG
can be expected. In the case of SRRs, varactor diodes should be located
across the gap in the split ring, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) [27]. With the help
of the circuit model shown in Fig. 6 (a), which is widely utilized for singly

Fig. 5. Enhancement of SHG process (a) in optical region
(adapted from Ref. [34]) and (b) in microwave re-
gion (adapted from Ref. [27]).c© IEICE 2012
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Fig. 6. Circuit models of (a) singly resonant and (b) dou-
bly resonant metamaterials.

resonant metamaterials, the circulating current at 2ω can be easily derived
as

|I(2ω)| =
|α|V 2

ω2 |Z(2ω)Z(ω)2| , (2)

where Z(ω) is the impedance of the circuit and V is the amplitude of electro-
motive voltage induced by the magnetic field [41]. When ω is tuned to the
resonant angular frequency ω0 = 1/

√
LC, |Z(ω)| has a minimum value and

|I(2ω)| is maximized. Strong SH waves are radiated from magnetic moments
induced by the SH current in a singly resonant metamaterial.

3.2 SHG in doubly resonant metamaterials
Equation (2) shows that the impedance for 2ω, |Z(2ω)|, also affects the am-
plitude of the SH current. In a singly resonant metamaterial that resonates
only at the frequency of the fundamental wave, |Z(2ω)| is relatively large be-
cause the SH frequency is off-resonance. Hence, the SH current |I(2ω)| could
be further enhanced by reducing |Z(2ω)| in some way. That is, more efficient
SHG could be achieved when the resonant conditions for both the funda-
mental and SH frequencies are satisfied. A metamaterial with two resonant
modes (i.e., a doubly resonant metamaterial) has the potential to simultane-
ously realize both resonant conditions [39].

The double cut-wire structure shown in Fig. 7 (a) is an example for sat-
isfying the doubly resonant condition. The metamaterial is composed of
two resonant structures: a primary resonator [Fig. 7 (b)] and a secondary
resonator [Fig. 7 (c)] [40]. A varactor diode is loaded at the center of the cut-
wire structure of the primary resonator. When a periodic boundary condition
is imposed in the x direction, both the primary and secondary resonators
can be modeled as series inductor-capacitor resonant circuits. When the two
structures are close to each other, as shown in Fig. 7 (a), they will be magnet-
ically coupled and they can be modeled as a magnetically coupled resonant
circuit, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). Note that the capacitance of the primary res-
onator is nonlinear. The resonant angular frequencies of the two resonators,
ω1 = 1/

√
L1C1, and ω2 = 1/

√
L2C2, are assumed to satisfy 2ω1 � ω2. When

the primary circuit is excited at ω = ω1, the SH electromotive voltage is gen-
erated in the nonlinear capacitor C1 and excites resonance in the secondary
circuit through the magnetic coupling M . Due to the double resonance, the
SHG efficiency will be higher than without the secondary resonator.

SHG enhancement can be confirmed by the following circuit analysis. The
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Fig. 7. (a) Unit cell of a doubly resonant metamaterial
and structures of (b) primary and (c) secondary
resonators. (d) SH power versus d at the funda-
mental frequency of 3.4 GHz.

SH current in the secondary resonator is calculated as

|I2(2ω)| ≈ |αM |V 2

ω|Z1(2ω)Z2(2ω)Z1(ω)2| , (3)

where Z1(ω) and Z2(ω) are the impedances of the primary and secondary
circuits, respectively. If the ratio between I(2ω) in Eq. (2) and I2(2ω) in
Eq. (3) is defined as β ≡ |I2(2ω)/I(2ω)| ≈ |ωM/Z2(2ω)|, then β2 can be
regarded as the SHG enhancement factor due to the presence of the secondary
resonator. Because of the resonance condition 2ω1 � ω2, β2 will be large.

Figure 7 (d) shows experimental results for the SH power for various sep-
arations d between the two resonators. For comparison, the dashed line
indicates the SH power obtained without the secondary resonator. The SH
power increases with decreasing d (i.e., increasing the coupling M). This is
consistent with Eq. (3), derived from the circuit analysis. For d = 1 mm, the
SHG efficiency with the doubly resonant metamaterial is 7 dB higher than
that without the secondary resonator.

4 Conclusion

We have discussed electromagnetic wave propagation in metamaterials com-
posed of two coupled resonators. More parameters can be controlled in
coupled-resonator-based metamaterials than in metamaterials with a unit cell
of a single resonant element. As examples of coupled-resonator-based meta-
materials, we described EIT-like metamaterials and a doubly resonant nonlin-
ear metamaterial, which can be respectively used for controlling group veloc-
ity and enhancing SHG. The first part of this paper presented a method for
realizing metamaterials that mimic EIT and described some EIT-like meta-
materials. We also showed an experiment that realized variable control of the
group velocity in a metamaterial with field-gradient-induced transparency.
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The second part of the paper considered SHG in nonlinear metamaterials.
We presented experiments in which SHG was enhanced in singly resonant
metamaterials at optical and microwave frequencies and then showed that
the SHG efficiency can be further enhanced in a doubly resonant metamate-
rial due to resonance at the fundamental and SH frequencies.

Electrical circuit models of the EIT-like metamaterial and doubly reso-
nant metamaterial have the same configurations of the circuit elements, as
shown in Figs. 1 (a) and 6 (b), although the conditions for the circuit con-
stants are different. This implies that other novel phenomena may be dis-
covered by considering various kinds of conditions for the circuit constants
of the two coupled resonant circuits. It is also important to investigate the
electromagnetic responses of metamaterials that consist of more than two
coupled resonators.
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